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My campaigns 

Rent  In progress 

Actions updated: 17-1-19 
 
The survey has finished. We received 508 responses but when we removed duplicates we 
received 495. Either way it’s an impressive data set and I’m looking forward to working with Rose 
to analyse the results and get the paper written. 
 
We met with Daniel Zeichner to share the very early results - he said he will support the final 
report going to the All Party Parliamentary Group for students when it’s ready, as long as it’s of a 
similar quality to the LBH report. This is very good - the APPG obviously take ARU seriously when 
we can document our problems.  
 
This is on the agenda for when we meet with Vicky ford on 18-01-19 

 

History months In progress 

Actions updated: 17-1-19 
 
LGBT History Month events are in my calendar - I’ll be sharing them with the working group 
soon! I’m looking forward to rerunning the campaign as it was one of my favourite things I did as 
VP.  
 

 

Christmas Companionship COMPLETE 

Actions updated: 17-1-19 
 
This happened! I had 6 students over the course of a day - these were generally people of the 
expected backgrounds (trans students, international students) and a student parent and her child. 
I only spent about £12 overall so I figure it was a pretty good use of the money! Everyone had a 
good time and it felt like a really worthwhile thing to do.  
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Other relevant updates 

Actions updated: [date of update] 
 
I’m recruiting a new VC!!! Informal meetings are the 24th January.  
 
In the process of recruiting a new CEO - we’re due to do the interviews in March, but a lot of my 
time is being sucked up by the processes needed to make this happen.  
 
 

 


